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INTRODUCTION 
Let ~2 denote an algebra over a field Sp and &a be a linear subspace of JZZ. 
We are interested in linear mappings r : z&--f .QZ which have the property 
that dO is closed under the binary operation t defined by 
and that the identity 
(2) 
holds for all x and y belonging to S$ . Henceforth, we refer to (2) as Baxter’s 
identity, and call any linear operator satisfying (2) a Baxter operator. Further- 
more, if &s is closed under the * operation, let us say that do is *-closed 
with respect to r or, if there is no ambiguity concerning r, simply *-closed. 
Theorem 1 states that if r is a Baxter operator then (do, *, +) is an 
associative algebra over CD and r is a homomorphism of (&s , *, +) into &‘. 
Theorems 3 and 4 together give a complete characterization of the Baxter 
operators r which are right inverses of an inner derivation D, corresponding 
to a matrix A which is similar to a diagonal matrix with distinct eigenvalues. 
Baxter’s identity has appeared previously in mathematical literature, 
though not in the setting we are about to study here. I mention only two 
works which can serve as a guide to a more comprehensive search. Atkinson [I] 
has examined the following problem. 
Let T be a linear operator mapping a commutative Banach algebra B into 
itself and satisfying the identity 
(Tu) (TV) = T{u(Ter) + (Tu) z, - 6uv} 
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for all U, v ~a. Then, assuming that 9’ possesses an identity e, we seek a 
solution f E9 to the equation 
f= f? + AT(fx), 
where x E 9? and h is a scalar. 
Baxter’s identity has also appeared in connection with a noncommutative 
algebra in the theory of gentle perturbations developed by Friedrichs [2], 
Rejto [3], and others. 
Since this theory forms the starting point and inspiration for the present 
work, we will elaborate a bit on its pertinent aspects. 
Let A be a self-adjoint operator in a complex Hilbert space 2. Let D be 
the inner derivation defined by 
DX=AX-XA 
whenever X is a bounded linear operator which maps the domain of A into 
itself. The definition of a gentle system, which is used in defining a class of 
perturbations V such that A + V is unitarily equivalent to A, calls for a 
right inverse r of D which satisfies Baxter’s identity. It is not known whether 
such mappings always exist or in general how many exist. The mapping 
I’ which has hitherto been studied is defined in cases when &’ is infinite 
dimensional and A has absolutely continuous spectrum. 
We restrict our attention primarily to the finite dimensional situation where 
all spectra are necessarily discrete, and concentrate more on describing the 
mappings r which satisfy Baxter’s identity. It does not seem possible to 
prove an analog to the Friedrichs gentle perturbations theorem in a finite 
dimensional Hilbert space because the mappings r which can be constructed 
do not satisfy (TX)* = - TX* (a fact used in the Friedrichs theory) and 
more fundamentally because there are always perturbations V small in every 
matrix norm such that A and ,4 + V are not unitarily equivalent or even 
similar. 
1. We begin by proving the first result mentioned in the introduc- 
tion. 
THEOREM 1. Let ~.4 be an associative algebra over a field @ and let J$~ 
be a subspace of &. Suppose that r is a @-linear mapping of -cl’O into & satis- 
f3% 
(a) do is closed under the binary operation * de$ned by 
x * Y = e3) + w Y, 
and 
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(b) the identity 
PI CY) = WrY) + WY} 
holds for all x and y in J$, . 
Then (dO , *, +) is an associative algebra over CD and r is a homomorphism of 
(do , x, +) into &. 
Proof. The vector space structure of (~$a, *, +) is the same as that of &. 
The following calculations verify the associative law: 
x * (Y * z) = x * [Y(rz) + (TY) 4 
= xr{Y(w + VY) 4 + w [YP) + v-Y> 4 
= X(TY) v-z) + (TX) Y(W + (rx) (TY) x9 
and 
The distributive laws are verified as follows: 
and 
completing the proof of the theorem. 
We can show that a space of gentle operators as defined by Friedrichs 
and Rejto is, in fact, a Banach algebra under the gentleness norm, but we 
leave the details of this demonstration for another paper. 
2. It happens that Baxter’s identity is in a definite sense the inverse 
of the more commonly known derivation law, and that the natural place to 
look for mappings satisfying Baxter’s identity is among right inverses of 
derivations. 
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Let A? be an algebra endowed with a derivation D whose domain is all of ,eZ 
and whose range we denote by W(D). If S _C 9(D), let 
denote the preimage of S. We shall sometimes write r,s for x E&?(D), 
treating x as if it were the set {x). It is easy to see that r,(O) is a subspace of & 
and that r,x is a translation of r,(O). 
The sum and product of two sets or of an element and a set are defined in 
the obvious way to be 
ST = {st: s E S & t E T>, 5’ + T == (s + t: s E S, t E T}. 
Now suppose that x and y belong to 9(D). Then the set x(r,y) + (rrx) y is 
contained in W(D) because a typical element of this set XV + uy, where 
u E I’rx and v EL,~ equals Duv by the derivation law. Thus the set 
F,{x(r,y) + (rrx) y> is well defined and it is easy to see that 
rl4 v-13’) L rMr,Y) + (r,x) Y>- (3) 
It is natural now to ask whether one can find a representative TX E I’rx 
for every s E 9(D) such that the mapping x -+ I’x is linear and satisfies 
Baxter’s identity. We note that if r :9?(D) -+ &’ is any mapping satisfying 
l% E I’ix, then 
x(o) + (TX) 4’ = Dw) (m E w(D) 
for all X, y E A! so that the closure condition which we had to assume in 
Theorem 1 is automatically satisfied for &a = a(D). 
It is interesting to note that the inclusion in (3) cannot in general be 
replaced by an equality. We take for example the algebra of once continuously 
differentiable functions on the real line, and D to be simple differentiation. 
The range W(D) of D consists of all continuous functions, and if f tz W(D), the 
set r,f consists of all functions of the form 
s :f (t) dt + a* 
If f and g are continuous, the set f(r,g) + (r, f) g contains all functions of 
the form 
f(s) (~:&W+Pj + (~~fWt+~jg(s) 
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It follows that F,( f(Fg) + (T’J) g} consists of all functions of the form 
(S’ f(t) dt) (j’ g(t) dt) + B j’ f(t) dt + 01 j’ g(t) dt+ Y. 
0 0 0 0 
On the other hand, the set (r,f) (r,g) contains only functions of the form 
(j:f(t) dt) (j--g(t) dt) +P jsfW dt + a js &> dt + 43 
0 0 0 
and is clearly smaller since y need not equal a/3. 
We conclude with a theorem whose proof is immediate which states the 
connection between Baxter’s identity and the derivation law in very simple 
terms. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose do and J$ are subspaces of JZ’, r maps -pl’ linearly 
l-l onto &I , and D = r-l. Then r is a Baxter operator and do is *-closed if 
and only if D is a derivation and JZZ~ is an algebra. 
3. We proceed to a study of Baxter’s identity in the algebra A? of 
n x n matrices over a field @. If A E A%?, let D, be the corresponding inner 
derivation defined by 
D,X = AX - XA, VXEJA?. 
Let %A be the set of linear mappings r : a(D,) -+ A satisfying 
and 
DA(rX)= x, 
(rx> try) = qx(rq + (rx) ~3, 
VX, Y&(D). 
The main result of this section states that if we can characterize the ele- 
ments of gA , then in fact we can characterize the elements of gB whenever 
B is similar to A and vice versa. 
THEOREM 3. Let A, B E JY and A = SBS-1 for some nonsingular matrix 
S. Then there is a l-l correspondence b tween 9, and Ss given by 
r,x= sr,(s-lxs) s-l, (4) 
where r, E c!?~ and r, E gB . 
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Proof. Suppose r, E 9B , and X E~?(D,J, that is, 
A-=AZ- ZA 
for some Z E A’. This means 
AZ - ZA = SBS-IZ - ZSBS-1 = X, 
implying 
B(S-lZS) - (S-lZS) B = S-lXS, 
so that S-IXS E a(D,). 
We define r, by (4), and find that 
ASrB(S-lXS) S-l - Sr,(S-lXS) S-lA 
= S[BI’,(S-lXS) - T,(S-lXS) B] S-l 
= S(S-1XS) s-1 = x, 
so that r, is a right inverse of D, . 
To check that Baxter’s identity is satisfied, we compute 
(r,x) (r,Y) = Lv,(S-1XS) r,(s-1YS) s-1 
= lw,{(S-1XS) r,(s-1YS) + r,(s-1XS) s-1YS) s-1 
= sr,(s-l[x(r,Y) + (l-,X) Y] S} s-1 
= ~.@-(~,4Y) + (TAX) q. 
Since it is clear that the roles of A and B can be interchanged if we replace 
S by S-l, this completes the proof. 
4. In view of Theorem 3, it would suffice to give a characterization 
of 9FA for a suitable representative A of each equivalence class of matrices 
which are similar to one another. We shall take these representatives to be 
matrices in their Jordan Canonical form. 
We first introduce some notation. Let A denote the algebra of n x n 
matrices over F. Henceforth, when we speak of the matrix A we shall have 
in mind 
A = diag{w, ,..., w, ,...,..., w, ,... }, 
where wi has multiplicity n, (; = l,..., r), and n, + KQ + *mm + n, = n. We 
shall let A0 denote .%?(D,), that is, the space of matrices of the form 
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where the i-th diagonal block of zeros has dimension rzi x ni (i = l,..., n). 
When we speak of a matrix Y = {yij} E A+? we shall understand that Y has 
been partitioned into blocks in such a way that the i, j-th block has dimension 
ni x nj where 1 < i, j < Y, and that Yij is the matrix in the i, j-th block. Let 
dp(Y) = diaghl , yz2 ,--, Y,A 
denote the diagonal part of Y consisting of only the diagonal blocks with 
zeros elsewhere. We define 
whenever 
x = {Xii} E &go . 
5. In this section we introduce a number of lemmas which are 
essential to the proofs of Theorems 4 and 5. The proof of the first two 
lemmas is obvious. 
LEMMA 1. Let I’ be a right inverse for D, , and (Em} Q basis for Jld, . Then r 
satisfies Baxter’s identity if and only if 
LEMMA 2. Every r E: 9, must be of the form 
rx = y(w) + rdr, (5) 
where y is a linear mapping from A,, into the diagonal block matrices (i.e., 
matrices with zeros eererywhere except in diagonal blocks of dimension ni x n,). 
LEMMA 3. r satisfies Baxter’s identity if and only ;f y satisfies 
Y(U) Y(V) + dPv7 = A&w) + Y(V v + odP(wl (6) 
for all U, V E A&,, where odp(X) = X - dp(X) is the off-diagonal block 
matrix derived from X. 
Proof. Let X = {Xij} and Y = {yij} be elements of Jbd, and U = I’J, 
v = r,y. 
We begin by computing 
x* y = xb4 v) + w) + w-4 + r,x) Y 
= XY(~) + Y(V) y + va + (row Y. 
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Now the i, K-th entry of X(I’,,I’) + (F,,X) k’ is 
= g WijYik 
ZL’i - Wk 
(Wj - Wk) (Wi - WJ ’ 
so that 
~,,{X(~,Y) + (FOX) Y} = odp(UV). 
If 2 = {zii} belongs to A0 and A = diag{a, , a, ,. .., a,} is a block diagonal 
matrix, then the i,j-th block of (r,,Z) A is zijuji/(wi - wj) which is the same 
as the i, j-th block of Fs(Z4). Similarly 
rz(Ts.27 = r&42). 
Combining these facts, and keeping in mind that U = I’,,X, V = TOY, 
we deduce that 
I’,,(X * Y) = Uy( V) + y(U) V + odp( UV). 
Hence the right side of Baxter’s identity is 
r(X * k’) = rWy( V) + y( f.J> V + odp( UV-)> 
+ WV’) + y(U) V + odp(UV). 
The left side is simply 
MU) + VI [Y(V) + VI = Y(U) YP-) + Y(U) v + 607 + uv- 
If we equate these two expressions, it follows immediately that Baxter’s 
identity is equivalent to (6). 
In view of the preceding lemmas it suffices to verify (6) on a basis of As. 
A suitable basis is the set of elements 
where 2Pfi is a basis for the subspace of A0 consisting of the matrices which 
have all elements excepting those in the i, j-th block equal to zero. 
If E has e in the i, j-th location and zeros elsewhere, we write 
y(E) = diag{Fi,(e), Ftj(e) ,..., F:(e)}, 
where F;,,(m) is a linear transformation from the linear space of ni x n, 
matrices into the linear space of nlr x n, matrices. This notation prepares 
us to state Lemma 4. 
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LEMMA 4. Identity (6) is equivalent to the following three identifies taken 
together: 
whenever i # 1; and 
F;(a) F;(p) = F~(aF~J/3)) + Fj&qj(oI) /q - @ih . (7c) 
The matrices a and /I in the above identities are understood to have dimensions 
appropriate to the identity under consideration. 
Proof. We begin with some preliminary calculations. It is easy to see that 
E,,E,, = 0 whenever j # k and that EijEil has the i, I-th block equal to 
eije,, and all others equal to zero. We also need the facts that the only nonzero 
block of Ein(Elcz) is the i, j-th which equals eijFil(ekJ, and the only nonzero 
block of y(EiJ E,, is the k, I-th which equals Fz(eii) ekl . 
The actual proof of the lemma goes as follows. Suppose j # k, and sub- 
stitute U = Eii , and V = E,, into (6). Since E,E,, = 0, identity (6) becomes 
0 
. . . 1 + WO) FG(eij) F,Z(ekJ 
=:)I [.*.eiiil(ekl)..] +k [..-FE(eL)ekz.-]i 
F!&&(ekd) 0 
= . . . 
0 F'Ye&ded) I 
If we put a = ecj and t?I = ekl , then identity (7a) follows immediately. 
The case j = k is handled in a similar way, with the major difference being 
the nonvanishing of dp(UV) or odp( UV), and we deduce (7b) and (7~). 
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Conversely, if we assume (7a-c) then simple substitution shows that (6) is 
satisfied. 
6. The case which is most amenable to investigation occurs when 
the multiplicities 7~~ (i = l,..., Y) are all equal to one. Then the eii are scalars 
and the mappings F: are necessarily of the form 
where 01 and fFj are scalars. For convenience we introduce the diagonal 
matrix 
fij = diag{f: ,fzj ,..., fz>. 
We give this case careful study in this section which culminates in Theorem 4. 
We begin by proving Corollary 5 to Lemma 4. 
COROLLARY 5. If the multiplicities ni are all equal to one then Eqs. (7a-c) 
become 
fijfkl = f i,lfij + f kflcl when i f k, (84 
fihl =fkfij +fjiifil +fil when i # 1, @b) 
fijfji + Eii = .f $fij + f kfji when i#j. (84 
(Eii is a matrix with 1 in the i, i-th location and zeros elsewhere.) 
The next lemma is a crucial step in finding the complete solution of @a-c). 
LEMMA 6. If the set of n2 - n diagonal matrices 
(fij: i #j, 1 < i, j < n} 
satisfies @a-c) then either 
(a) f fj is the only nonzero entry of fij , OY 
(b) f ij is the only nonzero entry of fii . 
In order to control the proliferation of indices, we let gji denote this non- 
zero entry in each case. The reason for reversing the indices in defining the 
g,i will become apparent as the discussion progresses. Lemma 6 leads natur- 
ally to a useful terminology which we introduce at this point because it 
facilitates the proof. We say that 
{fij: i #j, 1 < i, j < n} 
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is a row class solution of (8a-c) if it satisfies (a) of Lemma 6, and a column 
class solution if it satisfies condition (b). These two classes of solutions are 
clearly mutually exclusive. The lemma says essentially that every solution 
must be either of row class or of column class. 
Proof of Lemma 6. We require the following special cases of (8): 
The K-th component of (8a): 
f:lf: = 0 forj # k. Pa> 
The special case k = i, 1 = j of (9a): 
fijffj = 0. (9a’) 
The i-th component of (8a) with I = i: 
fikifij +f;jfEi Efijfii forj # k. 
Thej-th component of (8b): 
f$ = - f:lf:j for 1 f j. 
(9a”) 
(9b) 
The j-th component of (8~): 
f;(f;* = 0. (9c) 
The i-th component of (8~): 
f;iffj +f:fii = 1. (9c’) 
The k-th component of (8~): 
fsiftj +f:jfFi =fF*fFi. (9c”) 
From (9a’) we conclude that one of the pair {f 5, , f :,} is zero, and from 
(SC’) it follows that both cannot be zero. Let us say that (i, j) is a row class 
index pair if f fj # 0 and a column class index pair if f ir # 0. 
If (i,j) happens to be a row class index pair, then f ij = 0 and from (9b) 
it follows that f ic = 0 for I # j. 
Let us denote the fact that f :, = 0 for I # i by f f. = 0. 
Similarly if (i,j) happens to be a column class index pair we can deduce that 
ff* = 0. 
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We next show that if 
satisfies (8a-c) then all index pairs belong to the same class. Suppose, on the 
contrary, that the pairs p, and pa belong to different classes. There are three 
cases to consider: 
(1) p, and pa have two indices in common. 
(2) pi and pa have one index in common. 
(3) p, and pa have no indices in common. 
We show that Case 1 cannot occur. Suppose (i,j) is column class and (j, z) 
is row class. Then fiifji # 0, which contradicts (SC). 
If Case 3 holds for p, = (;,j) and p, = (k, Z), we set p = (j, K). Then 
either p, and p, or p and ps must differ in class whereupon we are dealing 
with Case 2. 
We indicate the method for deducing a contradiction in Case 2 by con- 
sidering a triple (i, j, k) where (i, j) and (j, k) are row class pairs but (k, ;) 
is a column class pair. That is: 
f:c ,f: # 0; f;. =fj. = 0, 
f:k ,fij f 0; .fi,. =.f,". = 0, 
and 
ffk ,f:i f 0; fFi =f$ = 0. 
In view of our supposition that f j,, = 0 but f $ , f ii # 0, Eq. (9a”) implies 
f fj # 0. But then our suppositions f Fi = 0, and f ii = 0, combined with the 
deduction f Fj # 0, contradict (SC”). 
Hence all index pairs of a given solution must belong to the same class 
which justifies the corresponding classification for solutions. 
It remains to show that fij has only one nonzero entry as asserted. This 
follows from (9b), and the fact that for a given solution {fii}, one off :, and 
f:, must vanish. This completes the proof of Lemma 6. 
Now, with the reminder that the definition of the numbers gji, i #j, 
1 < i, j < n is given immediately following the statement of Lemma 6, 
we may proceed to Lemma 7. 
LEMMA 7. The&j , i # j, 1 < i, j < n constitute a solution of (8a-c) if and 
only if 
gwgji + gli = 0 and gi#ji = 1, 
whenever i, j, 1 are all d$+mnt. 
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Proof. Separate proofs must be given for row class and for column class 
solutions. We do only the row class case in detail. 
If j # K, then f i,, = 0 and (8a) reduces to f Fj f t, = f t f i, , which is in 
turn equivalent to 
(ffj -f;j)fil = 0. 
This equation is always satisfied for h = tz because then the bracketed factor 
vanishes, and for h # k because then f i, = 0 by virtue of the fact that we are 
dealing with a row class solution. 
We proceed to examine (8b) which becomes 
Since i + j, it follows immediately that one of the factors on the left and 
therefore the product equals zero. If h f i, then f fj = f fr = 0 and the 
equation is certainly satisfied. The equality when h = i implies and is 
implied by gijgjr + gi, = 0. 
Analogously, (8~) becomes 
where 6, is the Kronecker delta. Again the left-most term must vanish 
because i # j. We are left with 
si, = f;if;j ) 
which implies and is implied by gijgji = 1. 
The proof in the case of a column class solution proceeds analogously. 
The preceding results can be neatly assembled to yield Theorem 4. The 
mapping J’, and the notation dp(.) have already been defined in Section 4. 
THEOREM 4. Let A = diag(w, , w2 ,..., w,) (wi distinct i = l,..., n). Then 
I’ is a right inverse of D, satisfying Baxter’s identity (r E 9,) if and only if I’ 
has one of the following two forms. Either 
(4 rx = rdr + dp{(rJ) G), or 
lb) rx = r,X + dp(G(ro-0, 
where G = {gij} is constructed as follows: 
Let g, ,..., g, be nonxero elements of @. Then gii = 0 (i = l,..., n); 
gij = (-l)‘-i-lgi+, . ..g., and 




Proof. Let thegij of Lemmas 6 and 7 be the entries of a matrix G. Then, 
in the case of a row class solution we can write y,(E,,) = gjiE,, , and a column 
class solution rC(&) = gjiEjj . Suppose that U = (uij} E &!a. Then 
and 
U = c uijEij , 
i+j 
yr( U) = c uijgiiEii = dp( UG), 
i#j 
ye(U) = c gjduiiEjj = dp(GU). 
ifj 
Then, if we recall Lemma 2, this completes the proof of Theorem 4. 
We have already pointed out that the theory is not restricted to diagonal 
matrices A. It is sufficient to assume that A is similar to a diagonal matrix 
with distinct eigenvalues. In the case when CD is the complex field this is 
equivalent to A having distinct eigenvalues. 
Furthermore, although the assumption of distinct eigenvalues is necessary 
to assert that every solution I’ must be of the form described in Theorem 4, 
we need only assume that A is similar to a diagonal matrix to deduce that r 
of the form described in Theorem 1 will be a solution. 
7. The theory developed so far can easily be extended to describe 
an even larger subset of gA than the one just mentioned, whenever A is 
similar to a matrix A with eigenvalues of uniform multiplicity greater than 
one. We have not yet been able to prove, however, any results as strong as 
Theorem 4 for this case. 
A few definitions will simplify the discussion. Let 
A = diag{w, ,..., wa ,...,..., w, ,... >, 
where each wK has multiplicity m (k = l,..., r), the w, are distinct, and 
n = mr. The terms A, do, X = {xii}, DA , I’, , and 9A retain the meaning 
given to them in Sections 3 and 4. 
By way of generalizing the concepts which arose naturally in Section 6, 
we say that FE 9A is a row class solution if the corresponding (F&j, defined 
immediately preceding Lemma 4, has the property that F:* = 0 for K # i 
and Fjj # 0. Similarly, we say that I’e 9A is a column class solution if 
FE = 0 for k # j and Fij # 0. We have now laid the groundwork to state 
Theorem 5. 
THEOREM 5. Let A be diagonal with r distinct eigenvalues, each of multi- 
plicity m. 
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Then r E 3A is a row class solution if a.nd only if 
rx = rt& + dp{(rJ) Gl, 
and a column class solution if and only if 
rx = r,x + dp{G(rsX)}. 
In each case G = {gii} is constructed as follows: Let g, ,..., g, be nonsingular 
m x m matrices. Then 
gii = 0 (i = I,..., v); 
gij = (-1)j-“lg,, ***gj, and -1 gji = gij fori<j. 
In view of the ideas introduced in proving Theorem 4, the proof of Theo- 
rem 5 follows immediately upon proving Lemma 8. 
LEMMA 8. r is a row class member of 2YA if and only ;f the following identi- 
ties are true: 
and 
for i, j, 1 all diSferent, and r is a column class member of gA if and only ;f the 





Proof. The proof involves setting F& = 0 for h # i in Eqs. (7a-c) for 
the row class and Fi = 0 for h # j for the column class. 
To prove sufficiency in Theorem 5 we need only set Fjj(a) = agji for the 
row class and Fjj(ol) = gjiar for the column class, whereupon it is a simple 
matter to show that Eqs. (lOa-c) (or 1 la-c) are satisfied if the matrix G = {gij} 
is constructed according to the prescription in the statement of Theorem 5. 
We go on to prove necessity, doing the detailed work in the row class case 
only because the column class case follows analogously. 
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If 1 = j and I is the m x m identity matrix in (lOa), we obtain 
Ftj(Or) Fij(I) = Fij(Ffj(oL))* 
which means that whenever w is in the range of Fzj , then 
Ffj(w) = wgi, if gj, = Ffj(JT). 
We now prove that every m x m matrix w lies in the range of Ftj . Otherwise 
Ffi would have a nontrivial kernel and there would be a matrix (~a # 0 such 
that 
Fij(a,) = 0. 
But then, from (10~) we find 
a,# = F;,(F&-t,)) = 0 
for all m x m matrices 8, which contradicts 0~~ # 0. Therefore 
Then, substituting in (lob) and (10~) we find 
T%Zjgji + 4%Zi = O9 a&ijgji = 4; 
and setting LYE = I, we find 
gljgji + gZi = Ot 
g,jgji = I. 
If X = {Xii} E Aa, we write 




where Uij has the submatrix uu in the i, j-th location and zeros elsewhere. 
We note that y(Uij) has U,jgji in the i, i-th location and zeros elsewhere. 
Consequently y( U) will have Cj,i+i u,g,i in its i, i-th location and the formula 
Y(U) = dP(UG)* 
where G = {gi,} follows. Similarly in the column class case we show that 
r(u) = dp(GU), 
where the entries of G also satisfy (12a, b). 
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It is a simple matter to show that (12a, b) imply that G must have the form 
described in Theorem 5. The proof is complete. 
8. In conclusion we make two simple observations involving the 
algebra-homomorphism structure described in Theorem 1 when applied 
to the special case of the gA problem in a matrix algebra. 
THEOREM 6. In case & = JZ, dO = A0 , and r E 9, for any diagonali- 
xable matrix -4, then I’ is an isomorphism from (.A& , *) into A. 
Proof. The proof follows from Lemma 2 because I’,, is always a l-1 
transformation. 
It is well known [4, Chap. X] that a finite dimensional associative algebra 
fails to have an identity element if and only if it contains a nontrivial nilpotent 
two-sided ideal. Theorem 7 shows that the algebras of the form (A&, *) 
contain such ideals. 
In order to facilitate the proof of Theorem 7, we treat A’ as a matrix 
algebra over the ring of m x m matrices. In keeping with this point of view, 
if X = {Q} E A and xii (1 6 i, j < r), a are m x m matrices, we define 
xct = {Xij”} and CZ = (tiij}. 
THEOREM 7. Let A be diagonal with r distinct e&nvalues each of multi- 
plicity m. Then if FE 9A is of the row class the algebra (do, *) has no left 
identity, and if r is of the column class, (A0 , *) has no right identity. 
Proof. We give a detailed proof for the row class case only since the 
column class proof follows the same pattern. Let Ei, denote the mr x mr 
matrix which has an m x m identity matrix in the i, j-th submatrix location 
and zeros elsewhere. Then Theorem 6 asserts that 
Consequently, 
I’Eij = (gjiE*, + Eij)/(wi - wj). 
4j * EM = %(r&) + Pd EM 
= gd&Ac~ + gJWkt 
wk - w1 Wi - Wj 
+ (A + A) E&L * 
It is easy to check that for any i, j, k, 1, we have 




u= c u,E,j cz J$ 
i.j(i dj) 
is a left identity for Ekl . Then 
= c ‘ijgik’jk Eik 
i,j(i+j) wk - WC 
Since k # 1 and the set {Eij} is linearly independent, we deduce that 
lCikiflk ~ = 0 = Uik 
wi - WC 
wk - “1 twi - wk> cwk - WI) 
for i = I,..., k - 1, k + I,..., n, and 
In view of the fact that g,l, (I + k) is nonsingular, we deduce that 
Ujk = 0, i = l,..., k - 1, k + l,..., n. 
That is U.k = 0. However the index k was arbitrary so we conclude that 
U = 0 which is a contradiction, 
EXAMPLE. If .& is the algebra of 2 x 2 matrices over @ and 
A = diag(w, , ws) ( or any matrix similar to this one), the structure of (As, *) 
can be easily described. Without loss of generality we may assume that 
w,-~~=l.If[~,21~~~,thenbyTheorem4either~=I’,orI’=~,, 
where 
where OL is a nonzero element of @. 
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It is easy to verify that 
is a nilpotent ideal of 
is a nilpotent ideal of 
Furthermore, the quotient algebras tiT,lYT and .ET?‘,/~~ are isomorphic to @ 
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